
Approximation Algorithms - Tools and Tehniques Spring 2002Leture 15 : Mar 01, 2002Leturer: Kamesh Munagala 1 Sribe: Siddartha Y R2In the previous leture3, we saw an O (log k logD) approximation for the SPARSEST CUTproblem. In the present leture, we will use that result to establish an O �log2 n� approximationalgorithm for the MINIMUM BALANCED CUT problem.The MINIMUM BALANCED CUT ProblemGiven a graph G(V;E) and weights  : E ! < on the edges, to �nd the minimum ost setof edges to delete suh that the graph is divided into two `balaned' omponents, i.e; eahomponent ontains atleast n3 verties. This may be generalised as a minimum k-balaned ut,for 0 < k < 1 and MINIMUM BALANCED CUT is the ase k = 13We present some related problems �rst.Related ProblemsAll-Pairs Unit Demand SPARSEST CUT ProblemThe sparsest ut of a graph G(V;E) with a unit demand assigned to every pair of verties inV . Using the notations of the previous leture,minF2E Pe2F ejSjjV nSjwhere F is a ut dividing the vertex set into S and (V nS). It has appliations in lustering,Markov hain (mixing times), et. From the sparsest ut algorithm of the previous leture, wehave, with k = D =  n2!an O �log2 n� approximation algorithm.1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in3see notes on Leture 14 for notations used in the following1



2 THE MINIMUM BALANCED CUT PROBLEM
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Min 13 Balaned CutFigure 1: Graph with zero ost balaned ut (C 13 ) but ostly min bisetion CbThe Minimum Bisetion ProblemGiven a graph G(V;E) with even number of edges, Find the min ost of edges to delete suhthat it divides the graph into two omponents of size n2 . The min balaned ut is a relaxationof this problem.Algorithm for MINIMUM BALANCED CUT ProblemLet C 13 and Cb be the ost of the minimum balaned ut and the minimum bisetion respetively.Returning to balaned uts, We now show the main result of this leture.Theorem 1 There exists a poly-time algorithm for omputing the balaned ut of ostO �log2 n�Cb.Note that we have \heated" here sine the approximation ratio does not relate the balanedut returned by the algorithm to the min balaned ut; instead it relates the returned balanedut to the min bisetion. Figure. 1 shows an example where this does not lead to a trueapproximation, sine the min balaned ut is zero but the min bisetion is large (and ouralgorithm returns a ut whih is log2 n larger than this bisetion).



Algorithm for MINIMUM BALANCED CUT Problem 3Algorithm 1 MinBalanedCutInput : Graph G(V;E) over n verties, with weights e on edge e 2 E.Output : A balaned ut fU;Wg with jU j; jW j � n31: set U  �;W  V2: repeat3: H  Subgraph of G indued by W4: fX;WnXg  SparsestCut(H; "All pairs Unit Demand")5: if jXj � jWnXj then6: Si  X7: else8: Si  WnXi9: end if10: U  U SSi;W  WnSi11: until jU j � n312: return fU;WgNote that the algorithm always produes a U;W suh that n3 � jU j � 2n3 or n3 � jW j � 2n3 .Before the �nal iteration, jU j < n3 and jW j > 2n3 . In the �nal iteration U is augmented withthe smaller subset of W . This an our in two ways.1. The size of the smaller subset ofW is � n3 and this gives the �nal U;W with n3 � jU j < 2n3and thereby n3 � jW j � 2n3 ; or2. The size of the smaller subset of W is > n3 and this results in a �nal U;W satisfyingn3 < jU j � 2n3 and thereby n3 � jW j � 2n3The algorithm is also poly-time sine in eah iteration atleast one vertex is added to U and theiterations stop when jU j reahes n3 verties.Let Cb be the min bisetion. At any iteration, jW j > 2n3 and heneW has non-null intersetionswith both partitions of Cb say, A1 and A2, with A1 being the larger, as shown in Figure. 2.We have, jA1j � 2n3 � n6 = n2) jA2j � 2n3 � n2 = n6Then �(Cb) � CbjA1jjA2j = CbjA1jjV �A1j
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Figure 2: Relation between the min bisetion Cb and the sparsest utNote that the the denominator is minimum when A1 = n6 and it equals n212 . Thus, there existsa ut in W of sparsity � = 12Cbn2 . From the algorithm for sparsest ut, we know thatC(Si)jSijjWnSij � 12Cbn2 O �log2 n�) C(Si)jSij � 12Cbn2 O �log2 n� jWnSij� 12Cbn O �log2 n�sine jWnSij = O (n). This givesC(Si) � 12Cbn O �log2 n� jSij:We also have C(U�nal) � PiC(Si)� 12Cbn O �log2 n�Pi jSij� 12Cbn O �log2 n� jU�nalj� 12Cbn O �log2 n� 2n3� O �log2 n�Cbwhih gives us the required result. Note that the above approximation ratio is ompletelydependant on the best available result for the sparsest ut. Thus, a better approximation for



The Min-Cut Linear Arrangement Problem 5sparsest ut immediately results in a similar improvement for balaned ut.The Min-Cut Linear Arrangement ProblemGiven graph G(V;E), arrange the verties on a st. line suh that at any point on the line, themaximum number of edges of G rossing that point (going from a vertex to the left of the pointto one to the right of the point, or vie versa) is minimised.Algorithm 2 MinCutLinArrangementInput : Graph G(V;E) over n verties.Output : An ordering of the n verties satisfying Min-ut Linear Arrangement Prop-erty1: set H  G2: if H has only a single node. then3: return node as arrangement4: else5: ompute balaned ut (H1;H �H1) of H.6: reursively all MinCutLinArrangement on H1 and H �H1 separately.7: Lay out arrangement returned for H1 and H �H1 side-by-side.8: return arrangement9: end ifLet OPT be the optimal min-ut linear arrangement. Then OPT � Cb. From the algorithmfor balaned ut we just saw,Cost of Cut(H1;H �H1) � O �log2 n�Cb � O �log2 n�OPT :For the reursive proedure, we haveOPT (H1) � OPT (H)OPT (H �H1) � OPT (H)and the depth of the reursion is log1:5 n. In going up one step of the reursion, say from H1 toH, the number of edges added to the arrangement ost is O �log2 n�OPT (H). Then, it follows,loosely, that #edges in arrangement ost = O �log3 n�OPT (G):


